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Introduction 
Cambridge Cycling Campaign works for better, safer and more cycling in and around 

Cambridge and has over 1,200 paid members. We scrutinise consultation proposals 

and planning applications to assess whether they will facilitate safer cycling and 

encourage more people to cycle. Our response to proposals is based on such 

assessment. 

 

We welcome the Cross City Cycling routes proposed by the Greater Cambridge City 

Deal and agree that these routes are strategically important links in the Cambridge 

cycle network. We hope that the final installations are high quality and of good design 

in order to encourage even more people to cycle, thus reducing congestion in 

Cambridge. With this objective in mind we have responded to proposals for each route, 

indicating the positives for each design, highlighting areas where the designs fail to 

meet the standards for cyclist safety and making recommendations for rectification. 

However, we feel there remains a lack of ambition overall, and we bemoan the 

continued lack of a proper, city-wide cycle plan. 

 

As always, we invite further discussion about our response and can offer more 

information about how our recommendations might be implemented. Please do not 

hesitate to get in touch.  



Responses to Proposals 

A. Arbury Road Route 
Arbury Road is a vital arterial route for cyclists in the North of the city. It is the most 

direct route from many parts of Arbury, King’s Hedges and Orchard Park to the city 

centre. It is also an important destination for local travel as the road has two schools 

and a number of shops at Arbury Court. It is therefore essential that any cycling 

improvements to the road be as ambitious as possible in order to reduce congestion 

and pollution. 

 

We find there are a number of positives about the City Deal proposals for Arbury Road. 

We approve the principle of segregated cycle lanes along Arbury Road and we 

approve of the removal of existing facilities which have cyclists moving on and off 

pavements, or put cyclists and motor traffic into pinch points together, and we also 

approve the replacement of narrow cycle lanes. 

 

Unfortunately, there are still a number of areas in which the proposals fall well short of 

the level of ambition required to achieve a significant shift towards cycling as a feasible 

choice of primary mode of transport for local residents. We believe it is achievable to 

make this road a pleasure to cycle on and thus increase the rates of cycling thereby 

reducing congestion. While increased cycling provision should be welcomed the 

scheme has two major drawbacks: 

• The proposed cycling provision does not run along the entire route and stops 

short of both major junctions at the north and south ends of the road. The King’s 

Hedges Road junction and the Milton Road junction are both extremely unfriendly 

to cyclists. Without provision for cyclists to continue on their journey from Arbury 

Road to the city centre, or even from Orchard Park, the proposals can only be 

seen as unfinished as this provision will need to be added at a later date to 

encourage use of the route by cyclists. 

• The proposals do not improve conditions for cyclists to turn across traffic at the 

majority of junctions on Arbury Road. In some cases, the proposals make 

conditions worse. For example, due to the removal of the mini-roundabouts 



cyclists will no longer have priority when crossing traffic to turn right and will have 

to wait in the middle of the road for oncoming vehicles to pass before continuing 

on with their journey.  

 

We also have further issues with the current proposals: 

• The proposed cycle lanes are not wide enough, 2.1m should be seen as a 

minimum requirement, widening to 2.5m where possible.  

• The proposed cycle lanes are interrupted by bus stops on both the north and 

southbound routes requiring cyclists to use the road space allocated for 

vehicles.  

• The advance cycle box on Campkin Road has no access route, requiring cyclists 

to ride on the pavement or in the middle of the road to reach it.  

• There is a missed opportunity to provide any routes that cross Arbury Road to 

allow better access to the Science Park, Cambridge Regional College and other 

local amenities.  

 

We believe the proposals would be immensely improved if the following 

recommendations were implemented: 

1. Provision for cycling for this route should start from the Busway cycle 

path/Chariot Way before continuing across King’s Hedges Road towards Arbury 

Road.   

2. Provision for cyclists must be provided at the south end of the road (junction with 

Milton Road). Currently, the majority of cyclists use the pavement to negotiate 

the long queues of traffic. This is not desirable for cyclists, pedestrians or 

motorists and many cyclists feel this is the most dangerous segment of their 

journey on Arbury Road, due to limited road space. If it is possible to find the 

space to extend cycle lanes down to Milton Road we would be supportive of this. 

Otherwise, we recommend making this a cycle/pedestrian only junction. The 

significant reduction in traffic volume on Arbury Road would then mean dedicated 

cycle lanes are not required south of North Cambridge Academy.   



3. All junctions on Arbury Road should adhere to Dutch-style junction principles. At 

each junction we believe there is space for this approach, especially if some 

small bends are added to Arbury Road. 

a. King’s Hedges Road Junction – no extra space required.  

b. St Catherine’s Road Junction – unlikely to require extra space.  

c. St Albans Road Junction – if required a small amount of extra space 

can be found from the Meadows Community Centre green space.  

d. Albemarle Way – Large verges provide space. 

e. Mansel Way/Campkin Road – Large open green space provides 

sufficient space for Dutch-style junction.  

4. Cycle paths should be segregated and only when there is no other option should 

their width be less than 2.5m. Hanson Court, Walker Court and, at times, the 

space behind the hedge on the north side of the road between St Albans and 

Albemarle can be used for this.   

5. The bus stops should be moved so that it is possible to construct a ‘floating’ bus 

stop with a continuous cycle route around it.   

We must have the ambition to turn Arbury Road into a pleasant and safe space to 

cycle. With the two major flaws discussed above we have strong concerns that the 

current proposals will not improve the current hostile and dangerous environment that 

riders face today. We urge significant changes be made to these proposals as outlined 

in our recommendations. 

 

 

  



B. Links to Cambridge North Rail Station and the Science Park 
 
Green End Road 
Cambridge Cycling Campaign supports the proposals for Green End Road. 

 

The plans for the northern section are excellent, segregating cycling from walking, and 

from motor vehicles, while maintaining an attractive residential environment.  

 

We prefer the uni-directional version on the east side, as we think the need for the 

contraflow direction will be limited in this context, and bi-directional flow increases the 

risks for people cycling against the flow on side roads, where drivers may not be 

looking. We recommend 2.3m minimum lanes on each side, for a fully segregated 

scheme, more than the 2.1m minimum elsewhere, as people will cycle away from the 

edges of the lane to pass. The space not needed for the bidirectional lane should be 

given to planting, both enhancing the streetscene and increasing the distance of 

people on bikes from traffic. 

 

We support the priority junction treatment at Green Park, which allows people driving 

cars to make two manoeuvres: one into the waiting area, and another crossing the 

cycle lane. Visibility between cyclists and drivers at this point is good, and this 

substantially removes the risk of ‘left-hooks’, i.e. drivers turning left across people 

cycling. 

 

Nuffield Road to Water Lane is much more limited in scope by the available road width. 

The addition of wide advisory lanes and removal of the centre line may reduce 

incidents of close overtakes and bullying behaviour on this stretch of road, and if it 

achieves this it would be an improvement. Currently the surface at the edge of the 

road is poor, meaning people often need to cycle even further from the kerb than 

normal, so a new surfaced cycle lane would help. However, we do not think that this 

will make the road a good environment for cycling with children, or encourage new 

cycling, as riding here will still involve substantial interaction with motor vehicles. 
 
We support the introduction of double-yellow lines, as parking along this road means 

people on bikes need to pull out into traffic to continue their journey. Parking also often 



blocks the pavement, and damages a surface not intended to take the weight of 

vehicles. 

 

Nuffield Road 
Cambridge Cycling Campaign objects to the proposed shared-use cycle and 

pedestrian provision. This area is busy with pedestrians; shared use is entirely 

inappropriate in such circumstances. 

 

On the north side there should be no cycle provision.  The trees should be retained.  

We support the removal of the wall to provide additional footway width.  The footway, 

for pedestrians only, should be a minimum of 2m. 

 

On the south side, the layby should be removed.  We strongly advocate the provision 

of a segregated bidirectional cycleway of 3m (absolute min 2.5m) and footway of min 

2m. It is essential that for cycling to the Shirley School, the cycling provision should be 

on the same side as the school. This will mean a complete cycle journey to the school 

gates, which avoids crossing the road outside the school at busy pick-up and drop-off 

times. 

 

Side Road Treatment 
We support build outs to junctions to reduce the speed of vehicles. This will also 

reduce the crossing distance for pedestrians, and provide more space on pavements. 

 

At the junction of Green End Road and Scotland Road there is a big opportunity for 

additional space to be used for planting to improve the area. 

 

Additionally, we propose that all side roads that are non-through routes should have 

full pedestrian priority across the entrance, i.e. a continuous pavement. This kind of 

treatment is common in other countries, for example see Figure 1. This will mean a 

continuous level surface which is better for wheelchairs and prams, as well as an 

uninterrupted journey on foot.  

 



 
Figure 1. Side roads that are non-through routes should have full pedestrian priority across the entrance, i.e. a 
continuous pavement. See: http://www.cyclestreets.net/location/65078/ 

 

 

  



C. Ditton Lane and Links to East Cambridge 

Ditton Lane west side, north of Fen Ditton High Street 
We strongly support the proposed cycleway. It completes a "missing link" between 

Fen Ditton and the southern end of the existing cycleway to Horningsea. 

 
We also support the proposed toucan crossing. This is north of the primary school and 

so is well-sited to allow people using the existing Horningsea cycleway to get to and 

from the primary school. 

 

Ditton Lane east side, north of Fen Ditton High Street 
We support this proposal but we have some serious reservations about it. The 

proposed 2.5m width is insufficiently wide for a path which will be busy with both 

cyclists and pedestrians at peak times. Because the proposed new toucan crossing is 

well to the north of the school, both cyclists and pedestrians travelling between the 

school and other locations to the south will remain on this side of Ditton Lane and it is 

likely to get rather busy. 

 

The plans show the proposed cycleway as being interrupted by a side road at Blue 

Lion Close, with no measures to allow cyclists and pedestrians to cross it safely. It is 

essential that the cycleway maintains priority over this minor residential cul-de-sac and 

must be continued across it in an uninterrupted straight line along a raised ramp. As 

with the suggestion on the Green End Rd scheme, pavements and cycleways should 

be continuous across side roads which lead to no- through routes. 

 

Many cyclists (including schoolchildren) will need to cross at the point of the existing 

pelican crossing to reach Fen Ditton High Street and the Wadloes Path. The plans 

show this as remaining as a pelican, and the proposed arrangement on the western 

side would require cyclists using the crossing to cross a small area of grass to reach 

the proposed shared-use cycleway that cuts diagonally across the corner here. The 

pelican crossing should be converted to a toucan, and the widened diagonal cycleway 

on the western side needs to be aligned so that cyclists using the crossing do not end 

up cycling on the grass. 



Fen Ditton High Street/High Ditch Road junction 

We do not support the current form of the proposed changes to this junction. A major 

problem here is the speed and volume of motor traffic using Ditton Lane which makes 

it difficult for both cyclists and drivers emerging from the two side roads. The proposed 

changes do nothing to mitigate these problems. We are mystified why raised tables 

are proposed across Fen Ditton High Street and High Ditch Road but nothing is 

proposed to reduce the speed of motor traffic approaching the junction along Ditton 

Lane. We propose that raised speed tables are constructed across Ditton Lane on 

each side of the junction. 
 

We support the proposal to provide a shared-use pedestrian/cycle path across the NW 

corner of the junction. However, as mentioned above, the existing pelican crossing 

needs to be converted to a toucan and the proposed shared-use pedestrian/cycle path 

across the NW corner should be adjusted so that cyclists using the crossing do not 

end up cycling on the grass. 

 

In addition, a new shared-use pedestrian/cycle path should be constructed on the 

eastern side of the crossing for use by cyclists travelling between Fen Ditton High 

Street and High Ditch Road. In our experience many cyclists use this crossroads as 

an alternative to using NCN 51 between Ditton Meadows and the Quy Tunnel, and the 

current proposals are a missed opportunity to make this crossroads safer for such 

cyclists. We believe that with suitable cycle paths leading up to it on each side, the 

existing signalled crossing could offer a safe alternative, at least in the eastbound 

direction. 

 

Finally, we recommend the speed table across High Ditch Road be redesigned to be 

a ramped cycleway crossing for use by cyclists (including schoolchildren) using the 

cycleways along the eastern side of Ditton Lane between Fison Road and the primary 

school, with give-way markings introduced across High Ditch Road to give it priority, 

and the paths on each side realigned to avoid the need for sharp turns on each side 

of the ramped crossing. 



Fison Road/NCN 51 junction 

These changes to this junction would definitely be an improvement, however they do 

not go nearly far enough and some of the proposed changes should be deferred. 

 

We recommend that designers revisit this scheme and produce proposals which allow 

cyclists to make a more direct crossing of Ditton Lane, either at surface level with new 

traffic signals or using a new underpass. Additional funding is likely to become 

available in the near future from the developers of "Wing" thus providing an excellent 

opportunity for the council to develop a more comprehensive scheme with the 

additional funds.  

 
One aspect of the current proposals that we do think should be implemented now, is 

the speed table across Fison Road. In addition to allowing eastbound cyclists to get 

from the crossing onto Fison Road, this would provide a link between the pelican 

crossing and the proposed shared-use cycle/pedestrian path on the east side of Ditton 

Lane between here and High Ditch Road. This should be considered a cycleway 

crossing rather than just a speed table, with give-way markings introduced across 

Fison Road to give it priority. 

 

Between High Ditch Road and Fison Road 
We support the goal to provide an improved cycle route along this section, but our 

support is conditional on the provision of raised cycleway crossings across High Ditch 

Road at the northern end (connecting with the pelican crossing there and the cycleway 

to the primary school), and across Fison Road at the southern end (connecting with 

the pelican crossing there and any future continuation of the cycleway towards Thorpe 

Way). These crossings should allow cyclists using the cycleways to maintain priority 

over these side roads, just as they would if they were cycling along Ditton Lane. 

Without suitable crossings of these side roads, the proposed shared-use 

cycle/pedestrian path will be isolated and difficult to access, and we cannot support it. 

 

Other comments: Thorpe Way area 
We are disappointed that there are no proposals for improved links between the 

Thorpe Way area and the rest of the city. Thorpe Way is a significant residential 



quarter which is essentially cut off from the rest of the city by the barrier of Ditton Lane. 

 

There are several cycle movements which should be catered for, all offering routes 

along quiet roads towards Ditton Meadows (for the City Centre and for the proposed 

Abbey-Chesterton bridge) and Ditton Walk (for Newmarket Road, Coldham's Common 

and the Chisholm Trail towards the station). In all cases, Ditton Lane forms a significant 

barrier. 

 

Thorpe Way to Dudley Road 
This offers the most direct route between Thorpe Way (and One Stop) and the areas 

to the west, but currently requires cycling along a short section of Ditton Lane and then 

a difficult right turn (in both directions). 

 

We would suggest constructing a shared-use cycle/pedestrian path along the eastern 

side of Ditton Lane between Thorpe Way and the existing pelican crossing just south 

of Dudley Road. There is ample space here which would be provided by the removal 

of a car parking bay. The pelican crossing should be converted to a toucan and a new 

section of shared-use cycle/pedestrian path constructed west from the crossing and 

parallel to Dudley Road. This could meet Dudley Road at a point well away from the 

junction, or perhaps extend all the way to Keynes Road. 

 

This route would have the additional benefit of improving cycle access between One 

Stop and the residential areas on the western side of Ditton Lane. 

 

Thorpe Way to Howard Road  
Another cycle movement that should be better catered for is between Thorpe Way and 

Howard Road, using the existing cut-through adjacent to 74 Ditton Lane (which is not 

actually on Ditton Lane but on a separate road running parallel to it).  

 

We are unsure about the ownership of the grassed area directly opposite Thorpe Way 

but we believe there is scope for a short length of cycle path (and installation of flush 

kerbs) to allow cyclists to ride directly and quickly across Ditton Lane rather than the 

using the more exposed left-then-right movement currently required.  



 

In addition, there is scope to improve the cut-through adjacent to 74 Ditton Lane. This 

is a very wide path, but would benefit from realignment of dropped kerbs, slight 

adjustment to parking, reduction in number of bollards, and signposting. 

 

Thorpe Way to NCN 11 
The third cycle movement that should be better catered for is between Thorpe Way 

and Fison Road, leading to the existing NCN 51 crossing as well as to the proposed 

shared-use cycle/pedestrian path between here and Fen Ditton Primary School. 

 

We would like to suggest the construction of a shared-use cycle/pedestrian path along 

the east side of Ditton Lane between Thorpe Way and Fison Road. We are generally 

unenthusiastic about shared-use cycle/pedestrian path alongside roads in urban areas 

because of the conflict with pedestrians and the numerous side roads and entrances, 

but in this location we believe one might work well as there is a wide verge for the 

whole length and a complete absence of any side entrances. Also, with a suitable 

cycleway crossing across Fison Road, it would link to the proposed cycleway towards 

the primary school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



D. Hills Road and Addenbrooke's Route 

Of the options presented, Cambridge Cycling Campaign pragmatically prefers Option 

A, but only on condition that it is seen as a short-term measure in the absence of 

removal of the roundabout and that it will be removed when changes to the roundabout 

are made. 

 

Southbound Hills Road & Long Road Junction 

We recognise that the current roundabouts on the south east corner of the site are 

inadequate and unsafe for cyclists and pedestrians. The Campaign's view is that they 

should be replaced with either a Dutch-style annular roundabout or a set of traffic lights 

with good facilities for walkers and cyclists. 

 

Southbound cycle contra-flow 
There has been significant debate within our membership about this proposal and we 

have come the the consensus that this part of the current Option A plan should only 

be an interim measure. As such, this is a specific exception to our strong policy against 

pavement provision. Our limited approval of such a compromised measure should not 

be seen approval of this kind of provision elsewhere. This short section has a very 

tidal flow which mitigates some of its shortcomings. It will be essential to look again at 

this design when, and if, changes are made to the Addenbrooke's roundabout. Until 

this occurs option 'B' would disadvantage many users on cycles. 

 

Hills Road northbound central cycle lane 
We suggest that this space could be better utilised allocating it to the adjacent contra-

flow or to a lane on the left side that joins the advanced stop box. This would need 

changes to the current phases/stages to ensure straight ahaed riders are not caught 

out by an early left turn signal. 

 

The majority of cyclists proceed straight ahead at this junction. As relatively few 

vehicles turn left into Long Road, reaching the right hand lane is relatively easy. The 

diagonal part of this lane is too prescriptive and it could encourage cyclists to follow 

the red tarmac rather than merging at a safe place. The most beneficial facility that 



could be provided would be a northbound advanced green light which favours the 

much more vulnerable cyclist.  

 

Adrian Way and Robinson Way 
A significant number of northbound cyclists leaving the biomedical campus do so via 

Adrian Way and Robinson Way. They then make a right turn onto Long Road and use 

the shared-use path to enter Hills Road. This route is perhaps preferred because it 

avoids a long wait at the traffic lights; waiting in the advanced stop box on Hills Road 

northbound exposes the rider to risk from relatively fast-moving left-turning vehicles. 

In the future a signal-controlled crossing of Long Road would be useful.  

 

Current Computer Traffic Models Ignore Cyclists 
Video evidence (2016) shows that during the morning peak the majority of cyclists 

choose the diagonal route onto the shared path towards Car Park H. A significant 

number of riders make a right turn into Long Rd then enter the site via Adrian Way and 

Robinson Way. This route is likely to become more popular with the opening of the 

new Papworth and AstraZeneca buildings. A minority of cyclists proceed south, 

straight ahead along Hills Road towards the roundabout. 

 

Southbound Hills Road Advanced Stop Box 
Video evidence from 2016 shows cyclists mostly manoeuvre into the right lane during 

the long period the lights are on red. This appears to be relatively safe. The advanced 

stop box needs to be deeper than is shown on the plan to prevent vehicles occupying 

the whole box through ignorance or malevolence. Its size also needs to allow for 

growth in cycle traffic. 

 

Advanced Green 
The advanced green light for cyclists making a right turn will be an improvement to this 

junction, however we strongly advocate for full separation of cycle and motor traffic 

phases at this and all other signalised junctions.  It would also help if the diagonal track 

were marked with red tarmac rather than the current dashes which will inevitably be 

eroded fairly quickly by the volume of traffic crossing them. 

 



E. Fulbourn/Cherry Hinton Eastern Access 
Overall the cycling scheme proposed for Fulbourn Road is good, however there are a 

couple of major changes and various minor items needed to make it a successful 

scheme as detailed below. 

 

On the other hand, we object strongly to the proposals for the Robin Hood junction 

which are completely inadequate and bear no relation to the surrounding cycle 

schemes on each arm. It does not cater for the movements cyclists need to make, nor 

does it separate them from motor traffic, in either time or space, which we know is 

necessary to enable significant modal shift. It also disadvantages pedestrians with 

two-stage crossings, and has clearly been designed with motor vehicle capacity as the 

overriding criterion. It would have been a good scheme in the 1990s but in 2016 is not 

acceptable. 

 

Robin Hood Junction 
There are schemes currently underway on Cherry Hinton High St, Fulbourn Road, and 

soon on Queen Edith’s Way. Fulbourn Road and Queen Edith’s Way will provide good-

quality segregated routes, and there is also one on Cherry Hinton Road. These 

schemes will be almost entirely pointless if the junction remains one which provides 

no segregation, and where cyclists have to jostle with two lanes of motor vehicles. 

 

Many people live in Cherry Hinton and work on the Addenbrooke’s site, but drive 

because they find the Robin Hood junction too intimidating. The proposed scheme 

does not change this. It also provides no connectivity for the bidirectional shared-use 

on Cherry Hinton Road. An eastbound cyclist should be able to continue through these 

lights to join the segregated route on Fulbourn Road, but the design proposes that 

they make a sharp right and then left turn around the corner, wait to cross one stage, 

and wait to cross a second stage before proceeding. Or that they merge onto the road, 

avoid left-turning cars, cross the junction with no cycle-lane markings, then cycle 60m 

in the vehicle lane to where the segregated track starts. Nothing less than an 

integrated single-stage crossing here makes any sense. 

 



Similarly, westbound cyclists on Fulbourn Road have no way of joining this facility. 

They are expected to continue on the road, without even a painted lane, through the 

pinch point on the west side of the junction to the narrow and encroached-upon 

westbound cycle lane on Cherry Hinton Road (where only a few weeks ago there was 

a serious accident with a very experienced cyclist from ARM taken to Addenbrookes). 

 

Most significantly, right turns will remain only suitable for experienced cyclists. For 

example, the very common right turn from Queen Edith’s Way to Fulbourn Road 

involves branching right across 2 traffic lanes, which may already be moving. 

 

The proposals do nothing to make left turns convenient. Left-turning cyclists on any of 

the arms should be able to make that turn without waiting at the lights at all, but this is 

not catered for. Every arm has sharp bends. The dangerous corner with no visibility 

on the Fulbourn Road to Queen Edith’s turn has no improvement at all, and is being 

narrowed (to accommodate the staggered junction island and two incoming lanes) 

which makes it even worse. At a minimum all the paths should be aligned to give 

smooth turns and maximise intervisibility. 

 

This is a busy junction, but nevertheless the junction provides the bare minimum for 

cyclists (ASLs and approach lanes). No consideration has been given to the 

movements made both now and once the new schemes are in place. Pedestrians are 

also given a raw deal, with staggered crossings on all four arms, despite high levels 

of pedestrian usage (very high at some times of day). Not even low-level repeaters for 

cyclists are included. 

 

Every arm has two lanes for motor vehicles, even though on the Queen Edith's Way 

and High Street directions there are no separate movements for the different 

directions/lanes. The lanes are there to maximise motor vehicle throughput, at the 

expense of pedestrian and cycle space.  

 

It appears that the entire design premise has been to maintain junction capacity as 

much as possible, resulting in the provision of only minimum functionality for 

pedestrians and cyclists. This design completely lacks the ambition required to 

generate modal shift from cars in the daily queues to get modal shift, so that a few 



hundred of those cars driving through every morning and evening switch to cycling or 

walking thus contributing to the the City Deal aims of reducing congestion.  

 

We recommend that this junction is revisited by designers who need to “go back to the 

drawing board” and design a junction which is convenient and safe for cyclists and 

pedestrians, catering for the movements they need to make, and separating those 

movements from motor traffic by either time or space.  

 

This junction is an excellent candidate for an 'simultaneous green' cycle phase, 

which is now the preferred system in the Netherlands: 

http://www.aviewfromthecyclepath.com/search/label/simultaneous%20green 

 

This design allows for all movements easily with no vehicle conflicts. Cyclists and 

pedestrians get both subjective and objective safety and do not need to wait twice to 

cross. Drivers of motor vehicles do not need to worry about unexpected cycle 

movements. 

 

An absolute minimum here to make it acceptable would be advance green lights on 

all arms, a straight, single-stage crossing on the Cherry Hinton High Street arm, 

aligned with the cycle path, and no-wait left-turns accommodated properly. 

 

Fulbourn Road 
Fulbourn Road between the Robin Hood Junction and Leete Road crossing is an 

intimidating road with busy 40mph traffic and a 3.65m carriageway width. Most cyclists 

will not use it, so these plans to give it a major upgrade are welcome. 

 

We agree that the segregated routes at the western end and the bidirectional route 

beyond the crossing is an effective solution. However, for this to work it is vital that the 

crossing near Limedale Close is moved so that it is at Limedale Close, to facilitate all 

movements without doubling-back. Loop-activation of the crossing is also vital so that 

cyclist delays are minimal, otherwise the scheme will fail and people on bikes will 

continue to use Fulbourn Road on-road westbound. 

 



As developments at the Peterhouse Technology Park will take place within the next 

year which will affect the main cycle and pedestrian access to the Technology Park 

and the south end of Limedale Close, it is vital to take this into account. There will be 

large flows of cyclists (approximately 1000 in morning and evening), so a junction like 

that at Burrell’s Walk/Grange Rd should be installed thus allowing movements from 

Limedale Close right, left or across into Leete Road easily. With the currently-proposed 

crossing location all 'across' and 'right' cycle and pedestrian traffic has to go 20m along 

the shared-use footway (which is also directly in front of people's front doors) to cross. 

There is limited space here so it would be crowded, slow and generate 

cycle/pedestrian conflict, and is a poor-quality solution in comparison to a correctly-

positioned crossing. 

 

The path from Leete Rd can be re-aligned easily to come to this point, and that will 

remove a blind corner. There is plenty of space to arrange for people waiting to cross 

and those continuing past. 

 

The other significant issue is the width of the bidirectional shared-use east of this point. 

It is proposed at 3.5m, which is a great improvement on the 1.65m there currently. 

However, this route has quite high pedestrian flows all day and high cyclist flows in 

both directions at commuting times, as well as two bus stops which are very well used. 

There is enough space to do this properly here and have a level-segregated 

bidirectional cycle path and footway, with 3.5m cycleway and 2m footway. As on Coton 

Path, (see LTN 1/12 fig 7.3). 

 

A related matter is that people cycling from Yarrow Rd and Cambridge Rd (on road) 

have no satisfactory way of joining the proposed cycleway - new flush kerbs are 

needed to facilitate this. If it is not quick, convenient, and wide enough to be 

uncongested, cyclists will not join the bidirectional track - it has to be designed and 

built well enough to be attractive to all. 

 

  



Further Recommendations 
We believe the proposals would be immensely improved if the following 

recommendations were implemented:  

 

• Removal of the large 'end of cycle-path' sign before crossing after roundabout as 

it is in the wrong place. 

• The Crossing on Yarrow Road is functional but unsatisfactory due to high 

vehicles speeds and particularly the two-lane exits. At Yarrow Road a vehicle 

may stop in one lane to let a cyclists or pedestrian cross, but a vehicle in the 

other lane may not, which is very dangerous. This should be narrowed to one 

lane. Similarly, the sweeping curve downhill from Fulbourn Road to Yarrow Road 

makes it hard to cross when traffic is flowing freely. Because there are two lanes 

you cannot tell whether a vehicle will turn left. Reducing the entry width and 

tightening the angles to reduce speeds would make this junction much safer (See 

diagram in Appendix 1). We realise that this is beyond the current scheme scope 

but it should still be considered in the context of improving safety for cyclists and 

pedestrians. 

• There is no provision for cyclists on-road on Cambridge Road or Yarrow Road, 

not even a painted lane on Fulbourn Road, nor an easy way to join the 

bidirectional track from the roundabout. The crossing alignment needs to be 

changed to allow this movement from Yarrow Road, and either a flush kerb at 

the roundabout or a marked unsignalised crossing from the end of the 

roundabout bypass. 

• There is a blind corner at the east end of the hedge. The cycleway alignment 

should be smoothed out here to remove this corner (See diagram in Appendix 

1). 

• The 3m shared-use proposed at the side paths to the estate is sufficient. The 

exits at Fulbourn Road should be flared to provide 5 metre radius turns (see LTN 

2/08 table 8.1). The proposed bollards are unnecessary at this point as there is 

no dropped kerb - no motor vehicle will be trying to go this way. 



• The path to Mallets Road should be realigned to remove the blind corner (See 

diagram in Appendix 1). The no-cycling sign at the end of Mallets Road should 

be removed. The barrier at cut-through to Harebell Close should be removed. 

• Many pedestrians and some cyclists from the east heading for the east end of 

Peterhouse Technology Park will use the uncontrolled crossing at the Park. The 

island must be wide enough to accommodate a cycle. The proposed 2m is 

sufficient. 

• There is currently extremely poor visibility on the path at the blind corner of Leete 

Road and Limedale Close. Removing the barrier as proposed will help a lot but 

is not sufficient. There is unused space here to move the route of the path away 

from the fence so as to improve visibility (See diagram in Appendix 1). 

• The pram arms barriers at the Leete Road end of the path to the signalised 

crossing must be removed and a flush kerb with a smooth transition added. 

• The segregated route starts/ends 40m west of Limedale Close. Consideration 

should be given to extending the segregation to the Limedale Close junction, 

even though space is limited on the south side. By reducing the south 

carriageway to 3m on this section there is room for 1.6m footway and 1.6m 

segregated cycleway, which might be more effective than a 3m shared-use 

section over this short distance. 

• The shared-use cycleway should retain priority across Limedale Close, merging 

into the road as vehicle traffic into here will be minimal. 

• Priority across Headington Drive and the service road opposite is very welcome. 

These crossings must be level or have long smooth transitions, as on Hills Road. 

• We appreciate that tree bins and grates are proposed to stop root-damage from 

trees in the cycleway. This is welcome. However, 2.1m is the minimum width for 

a cycleway (see Local Transport Note 1/12 DfT 2012) and having a reduction to 

1.5m every 15m does not make a good facility - it would be very difficult to 

overtake a slower cyclist. There is room along here to put the trees in the 

hedgeline or on the bank instead, or to widen the route slightly to accommodate 

them without taking space from the track. Alterantively move them into the 

footway as on the north side, where they will cause much less difficulty. 



• The floating bus stop on the south side is welcome. The ramps at the pedestrian 

crossing must be long enough to be a smooth transition: the ones on Hills Road 

are too sharp. 

• It is imperative that the segregated route eastwards starts at the Robin Hood 

junction, not 60m further on, even if this means moving services, although in fact 

we believe that there is space without moving the cabinets (See diagram in 

Appendix 1). 

• Headington Drive/Gladstone Way is a useful way to avoid the Robin Hood 

junction entirely if travelling towards Cherry Hinton. A lot of cyclists will continue 

west on the pavement to here. This should be catered for with a flush kerb and 

shared use permission. The route should be signed 'Cherry Hinton', the cut-

through at the end of Orchard Way improved with a flush kerb, and the pointless 

barrier removed. The gap should be widened to remove conflict with pedestrians. 

• Ramps from segregated to shared-use must be smooth transitions. 

• The curves are too tight where the cycleway+footway follows the kerb at the east 

end of the parking layby - the curves should be softened. 25 metres is the 

minimum curves radius (LTN 2/08 DfT 2008, table 8.1). 

• The old bus-stop hump and fencing just west of Limedale Close should be 

removed. 

• The priority across the Cambridge Water exit is welcome. This should be made 

level and smooth. 

 

Conclusion 
The Cross City cycling routes are welcome and mostly effective schemes. Some 

upgrades are required to ensure these routes cater for people of all abilities, thereby 

increasing rates of cycling and contributing to reduction in congestion. We have 

specified these required upgrades in our report, however we welcome further 

discussion and consultation to assist in making these necessary improvements.  

 



Appendix 1 – Diagrams of recommendations for Fulbourn/Cherry 

Hinton Eastern Access (Route E). 

 

 



 

 

 


